TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
Clamber back into bed . „ . Your thoughts get large and hot, and
the room inside your head is steamy like a laundry. Songs run
round in it, revolving among your thoughts, persistently plugging
their foolish choruses. You begin to say piteously: "Here am I
awake in the middle of the night and how sorry everyone would
be for me if they knew"—Then a slight variation: "Nobody
would care even if they did know!" Sobs. Awake in the middle
of the night, and Big Ben (when the wind is in- that quarter) booms
out three strokes. Well, that is the middle of the night. Soon it
will be dawn, and then all hope of a good night's sleep will be
over . . .
At three o'clock in die morning if you
open your window and listen
You will hear tie feet of the wind that
is going to call the sun.
And die trees in the darkness rusde,
And the trees in die moonlight glisten,
And though it is deep dark night, you
know that the night is done.
This is the same Kipling, sensitive, imaginative, who wrote "The
Road Through the Woods". Yes, but he ought to have left out
that line about the wind having feet and going to call the sun.
I don't see why I shouldn't snarl and cavil if they're so beastly
as to let me be awake at three o'clock in the morning. Swop
Kipling for Flecker—
. . . The hour when lilies open on die lawn,
The hour when grey wings pass beyond the mountains,
The hour of silence when you hear the fountains,
The hour when dreams grow brighter and winds colder—
—Stop there. I'm not going to have any young love waking on
a white shoulder while Tm lying here by myself and can't get to
sleep. And why lilies on the lawn ? It took three hundred years
to roll the kwns at Oxford. And why lilies growing out of the
Battersea Power Station 5 Don't argue, they did; the picture was
in the Academy this year; it hasn't spoilt lilies for me, but it has
spoilt the Power Station; I can never see it now without it looking
iDce a vase. Who says Tennyson is a pompous old Victorian Has-
been ?—(I will be truculent if I want to, at half-past three in the
middle of the night!) Sometimes he has the whole I<3t of them
licked:
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